Press Release

GRANT OF PATENT FOR ‘AIR RICH YARN AND FABRIC’ IN USA

Ludhiana, India –February 13, 2019: Trident Limited (NSE: TRIDENT; BSE: 521064), the
flagship Company of Trident Group, which is one of the largest vertically integrated Home
Textile (Yarn, Bath & Bed Linen) manufacturer, has been granted a patent for ‘Air Rich Yarn
and Fabric and its method of manufacturing’ by United States Patent & Trademark Office.
The present invention describes the novel “Air Rich Fabric” and “Air Rich Yarns” with
pores throughout the cross section of the yarn. The invention is directed at producing Air
Rich Fabrics and Yarns which have high breathability, quick absorbency, easy dryability,
and increased bulk. Unlike regular terry fabrics which become harsh after multiple washes,
Air Rich Fabrics (Terry) retains softness and become more bulky even after multiple
washes. That is why we call such fabrics- “Start Soft, Stays Soft”.
The grant of this patent provides further recognition of the quality of the innovation being
carried out by the Trident team.
About Trident Limited:
Trident Limited is the flagship Company of Trident Group, a USD 1 billion Indian business
conglomerate and a global player. Headquartered in Ludhiana, Punjab, Trident Limited is
vertically integrated textile (Yarn, Bath & Bed Linen) and Paper (Wheat Straw-based)
manufacturer and is one of the largest players in Home Textile Space in India. Supplying
national, captive, and retailer owned brands, the organization is highly decorated with
awards from its customers, vendors, and various government entities in recognition of
advancing the highest standards in product quality, social responsibility, and
environmental stewardship.
The Company operates in two major business segments: Textiles and Paper with its
manufacturing facilities located in Punjab and Madhya Pradesh.
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